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A condition labeled burn=dut'has.received much attention recently in

both the popular -press and professional joUrnals. Publications:as diverse as

Exceptional Children and the Wall Street Journal have devoted space to this

syndrome among workers in the "helping professionS". The burn-out syndrome
#

hat been defined as eXhauttion due. to the excessive dewnds on a person s

energy, strength, or resources (Freudenberger, 1977). Maslach (1978) believes

that professionals in human service institutions, who are required to be

intensely involved with other people presenting psythological, social, and/or

physi.v.41 problems, are at risk for experiencing the canditSOns of the syndrome.

Lately, attention has been given to burn=out among teachers, including

thcme in special education:. The number of teachers with twenty or more ye4r5

iRfAxpertence has decreased by half in the last 15 years and there is evidence

thatinany teachers would not choose the profession if they were starting over

apedo not plan to remain in the field'until retirement (McGuire, 1979).

Whether or not factors associated with burn=out have contributed to this

situation is still unclear. The bulk of the literature dealing with the

syndrome among teachers has been largely conjecture,' based upon generaliza

tions from research with other populations. Most of the available literature

has focused on *ays for dealing with presumed causes of the syndrome rather .

than attempting to define and describe the condition itself. Because of the

4/

popularity of the syndrome and because special education teachers were

expressing feelings,of being "burned=out", the authors decidedto examine

existing literature involving other professions tolevise an exploratory

.
study of factors related to burn-out with teachers oCexceptional children.
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Masiachi and associates have reported the results of a number of studies

involving police officers (Maslach & Jackson, 1979), day care workers (Maslach

& Pines, 1977), and health workers (Pines & Maslach, 1978), 'among

.Rhers. Out of this literature has come a description of the burn-out

ie. Maslach states that the syndrome 'involves three possible factors:

the first 'factor is characterized by increased feelings .of emotional eXhaus-
.

tion; the second factor by t.he development of negative, cynical attitudes and

feelings about clients; and the third is a tendency to evaluaid one's own

performance negatively (Maslach & Pines; 1979).

These feelings of emotional exhaustion, depersonalization, and negative

self-evaluation, Maslach, Freudenberger (1974; 1975) 'and.others believe, can

have serious consequences for the. professionals theintelVet at !las: for

their clients'andthe inttitutions in which, they, iork, :The feelings are.:,

_

often accompanied by indicators of personal stress such as physical exhaus-

tion, illnesti,excestive use of -drugs and alcohol, maritalAnd family con=

;

Mast and psychological problems: These conditions, in turni can lead te,

distancing:from clients, diminithemork performance; increased absenteeism _

and high job turnover, In- this research, a variety gffactors including

client load,',amoont of direct involVement with clients,. length of work week,

opportunities for time away from clients and work, amount of education,

Nining, experience and perceptions of support from others were found,to be'

important. Some-attention'has been given to how these factors might be

involved in burn-out among special educators, as well (Bensky, et. a ., 1980;

Weiskopf, 1980; Zabel & Zabel, 1980).

The present study was in ended to be exploratory in nature - first to

'determine if the concept of burnout is relevant to'teachers of exceptional.
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children and, second, tt fetermine what factors relatedto burn-out exist

'that could be examined in uture studie4! Specifically, the authors wished

to determine if the age level; delivery model, and type of children served

are related to the expei-ience of burn-out, We also-wished to examine the

. .

re itionship of certain "other factors..(inCTuding age, experience, education,

sex, marital status, size of case 1pad,-amount of workingtime,,amount of time

away from students, and perceptions of support form colleagues, admi;istratori

and parents).

Procedure

Sample: Listings.of all' certified special education teachers in: the

state of-Kansasi were obtained form the State Department of Education. In

this state, programs are administered on a categorical basis including

learning disabilities (LD) educable mentally` retarded (EMR), trainable

mentally retarded (TMR), emotionally disturbed or personal and social adjust-
.

meet probl9ms (PSA), gifted (6),. multiple And severely handicapped (M/S),

hearing impaired (HI), and visuallrimpaired (VI). -14 random sample of 100

(

teachers in each of the larger categories of exceptionality0(LD, EMR, TMR,

PSA, 6, *and teachers in inter- related programs), together with al) of the

teachers in lower incidence categories (containing fewer than 100 teachers),

*

were selected for inclusion in the mailing list. In March, 1980, question=

naites were sent.to atotal of 765 special education teachers.

MeatUres_, questionnaire. included items related to characteristics:

,
of the:yeipondent(e,g., age, sex, 'race, marital "status, years of regular and

p cial education teaching,experience, and certification status) and condi=

ti s of their jobs (e.g., age level of students,delery model of progrim,

label of'students, as well as number of students, lngth of work week, amount
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of time w7rk04,41rectly with stydents, number of personal and professional
. ,

leave days, time for administrative tasks, and ratings .of 'support from

administratorS,Olieagues, and parents).
_ .

An additinnaJ 22 4tems were uled to measure,respondents' expressions of

factors involved in burj -out. ,Thelinslach Burn-out Inventory (Mfg), a

questionnaire designed tooneasure factors involved in the experience of

burn-out was also selected for use, in this. study. The MBI includds items

written in the forNof statements_ about personal feelings pr attitudes

eeported to ihdicate eMotional exhaustion, depersonalization, or personal

aacomplisbmen

instrument; r

(See Maslach- &. Jackson for discussion' of development of the

ability, and Widity). This instrument had been utilized in

a number of earlier studies. to measure both frequency and intensity of such'
. .

feelings and attitudes: .For purposes of this study, only one modification

was requied: the word "students" was used in place of "recipients".

Teachers were asked to 4eespond-to nine' statements' comprising the em0-

tional exhaustion factor (e.g., "I feel wotionally drained from my work, ");

five statements comprising the depersonalizatton factor (e.g., "Ifeel I

treat some students as if they were impersonal objects");,and eight state-
.

ments comprising the factor of\personal accomplishment (e..,-"I can easily'

understand how my students feel about things"). Responses were indicated

on a 7 point Liket=t-type scale 'in' terms of the frequency' with which a respon-

dent experienced the-stated attitudes or feelings (0=never; 8=every day).

The frequency scale only was utilized since it had been =found to be high ''y

correlated with intensity ratings, and because in most cases, the factor
A

loadings for, the frequency dimension accounted for slightly more of the

variance in factor analysis of the items. Maslach and Jackson report that
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scales, while not measuring

correlatejositively with one

_ , . _ _

.another.at moderate 'levels, while correlating negatively at relatIvelY.loW

levels with the persOna):accdmplithment
.1

Results ;
/ .

,

Of the 765 teachers sent'a_questionnaire, 601 (78.6 percent) returned

completed-surVeyt; Thete serve as the sample in thit study. Respohdents

wdrked with = students at all levels, functioned in all of the delivery midels,

and served all types of exceptional children. They were primarily female

(86.9 percent); Caucasian (96 percent) and Married (64.7 percent). Males'

accounted for 12.6 percent of the sample; single perions,23.8 percent;

divorced, 9 percent; and other marital stattis' not indicated 2.5 percent.

'Only. four; pereent of the sample was Black; other, or not indicated. The ;

sample was alsorelativelY young--44.6 percent; betOeen 21 -2p.years of age;-

30:6 percent, 30-39;'12.5 percent, 4049; 8 percent50-59; an4,3.7 percent

40-69, The respondents were however, highiyeducated. There were 40.4

percent'with bachelar's degrees and a mean number of 17.8,graduate credit

hour heyond the degree; 57:6 percent hadL7ma.*ers;k degrees with a mean of 15.9

additional credit hours. Data on'the years of regular and special education

experience and certification-status when respondentOlegan teaching in

speCial education are included in Table 1.

Levels, models, and labels

A major concern of this study was to exampe relationships between the

major independent variables of _level of teaching responsibility (presChool,

;primary, intcrmediate, junior high, high school), -model of service delivery

(itinerant, consulting, resource, self-contained, institutibnal), and label
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of students (learning disabled, educable mentally retarded, trainable

mentally retarded, personal and social adjustment, gifted; multiple and
, .

'.severely handicapped, visually impaired and hearing impaired) anethe three

.:dependent measures .of emotional exliaustion depersgpalization, and personal

satisfaction. Table 2 provides a breakdown of delivery-models, levels, and

labels of respondects' teaching responsibilities.

Level. Tables 3, 4,1 and 5 include mean responses and rankings of the factors

of emotional exhauition, depersonalization, and personal accomplishment

according to level. Teachers with responsibility at the junior high 160

ranked highest on the measure of-emotional exhaustion and depersonalization

and were also lowes -on the measure of personal accomplishment.: Intermediaie

teachers, on the other hand, ranked lowest on the emotional exhaustion and

depersonalizatioh scalesi while ranking second from the top for personal.

emotional exhaustion or peOsonal Accomplishment scales.. Teachers at the

intermediate level did obtaip a depersonalizaticin score,that Wi,s'significantly
. .

lower than those' of the other groups.

Model-- Mean responses are ranked according to service delivery model of

respondents for emotional exhaustion, depersonalization and personal-satis.=

t-
accomplishment. Preschool teachers

ment, but wepAlso relatively high

ranked highest for personal accomplish.=

for emotional exhaustion.

An arktjysis of 'variance on these_ means indicated no significant differ-

ences among'the responses for teachers at the dilfererit levels for either the

faction in Tables 6, 7 and 8. When the "other" category, is.omitted from

consid&ation, consulting teachers ranked hjghest on'both emotional exhaustion

and depeisonalization: They also,however; did rank relatively high on the

measure of personal adcoftiplishMent. Itinerant .teachers ranked lowest on
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emotional ekhaustion and depersonalization, with institutional teachers

lower than teachers in the other models on personal accomplishment. These

results were statistically significant.

Label. Tables 9, 10, and 11 contain the rankings of mean responses according

to label of\st6denteserved. Teachers of hearing impaired, followed closely

by those of PSA (emotional)y disturbed) and gifted students indicated the

greatest frequency of feelings of emotional exhaustion. Teachers of trainable

mentally handicapped andmultiple and severely handiiapped students on the

other hand, ranked lowest on this measure. According to results of anlaysis

of variance of these meansr none reached statistical significance.

Results were more dramatid for depersonalization. Teachers of PSA

students obtained the highest score, and it was signifiantly higher than the

others. Teachers of mpltiple and severely handicapped children and trainable

mentally retarded students again were low on the measure of depersonalization.

Their mean depersonalization scores were significantly lower,than the others.

Interestingly, Olthough teachers of multiple'and severely handicapped students

rankedvlow on .emotional exhaustion end depersonalization, they also ranked.

loweston the personalacdomplishment scale, while the mean for teachers of

gifted students was significantly higher than those of the other.groupt:

Dther_Factors. In addition to the analyses 'of eff.ect of level, model,

and _label reported above, the effects of a nuMber of additional variables

have also beeh analyzed.

?Qt. As seen in Tables 12, 13 and 14, age appeies tobe an important

'vadable: While there were no significant differences based .upon 'analysis

of variance among the several age groups for either emotional exhaustion or

personal satisfaction, there' were statistically significant linear effects,

4
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such that younger teachers expressed more emotional exhaustion and deper-
.

sonalizatiOn and less personal accomplithment than older teachers. In

addition, the analysis of)varVance indicated statistically significant

differences 'between the mean scores of -the various age groups for deper-

Sonaltiation.-

.Pearson correlation "coefficients were' tabul aced for the measures Of-

emotlonal exhaustion,depersonalization., and a personal aittOmpliS4Iment with a

nOMber of additional variables. As Table 15 illustratet, most of theSe
-

correlationt were low, but several, were statistically significant;

Experience. -Number of years of _teaching opeiehte in eegula education

.

corre'ated negatively, .with the measures. of emotional exhaustion, depeeSonali=

zation, and peestirial accomplishment.-Years-of special education experiences

was negatively correlated with depersonalization onli..0.Apparently, the more

experience teachers116C' the less. likely they are to develop, emotional

exhaustion or depersonalization, yet they.also:experience lowee levelt of
_ .

, .

personal .accomplishment:,

Use.of time. Several additiOntl questions concerned the wags toachers

utilized time. A significant poiitiVe.correlation was: obtained between

teaching .time (number of hours spent working each-week) and emotional e0aut=

don.. However, there were. no significant correlatiOns, between amount of time
-..

teachers spent each week WOilin0 dirktily_With,students, time each day away

from students, amount of time provid d.for administrative duties, or/amount

Of time to attend conferences and in= ervice activities.

Teachers' ratings of the sup ort-from their administrators, felloW

ttachers, and parents. did.appear telited to the three burnout measures.

ReSpondents rated support from.each of.these sources on d'Likeet=typt scale.

10
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(1=excellent; S=poor). Emotional exhaustion and.depersonalization scores-.

were found to be significantl4Lcorre1ated with ratings, nf'sdPPort from all.

three groups, while personal accomplishmentias significantly correlated with

ratings ,of parent suPport.

Number of students. Teachers' perceptions of.the appropriateness of the

numbergof studenti were found to be.related to their expressions of emotional

exhaustion, though not with the other factors. 0ased upon results of analysis

of variance, the mean emotional exhaustion scores for teachers who rated the

number of students as "about right", "too small", or too large7 were found

to be signiftcantly different. ,Teachers with "too. large" case loads ranked

Oghest in emotional exhaustion. However, several other variablps such as

the existance of an aide, team teacher, or. other special education personnel

in the same building were not found -to be significant variables.

Conclusions

The results of this study indicate that thespbject of burn-out among

teachers of excel) tional children is one that is worthy of. examination.'

Certainly the high return rate (nearly 80 percent of the teachers surveyed)

points to substantial interest in the topic: In addition to questionnaire

responses, a large proportion of respondents provided unsolicited comments,

descriptions of their situations, and suggestions for remedy. Many apparently

viewed the survey as an opportunity to express their feelings and voice

concerns on a topic-that was close to them.

analysis reported.above, several conclusions might. be drawn.:

Firtt, id net unexpectedly, teachers of emotionally.disturbed (PSA) student's.

appear to Iperience the greatest Occupational,.stresses. .Tiachers working
.

.

With'other caegories_of xceptionalityi such as hearing impaired, also

//
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emotional exhaustion, but thei.alsoL-
I

-TeportleSideperSOrraltiatiori
greater sense: of pertOrialaciomplishment.

in their work. -Iiiteresttitgly, teachert-40f gifted students' =are apparently

nged by thetr'students and experiehce relativelyAigh levels of imo;=

tional.exhaustion; They alse, hoWevAr, _are partialIyx&mpensated.With

greater sense "of persorial accomplishment. The

Whehit comes to'the influence of0evel of students, teacherslat the

'Junior
Wfgh level appear to be higheit4sk.for experiencingtburry;out. They

0
4

score highest both On emotional exhaustion and depersonalization and lowest;

on personal accomplishment. This resUltitoo, npt surOrisidg. Early

adolescence is widely perceived 'as a difficult ist,levei with which 'to;.

work.

Although teachers of preschool children.experience 'relatively high

levels of.emotional exhaustion, they 'also rank highest for their reports of

personal accbmplishment. Working with young eiceptional children is demanding,

and, yet the apparent gains'of students at this level may appear greater and

the future brighter than it does for older exceptional. students. For' as yet.,'

undetermined reasons, teachers at the intermediate level scored relatively'
t

exffaustion and depersorialization, while

of perional accomplishment.

low on the measures of.both emotiwg2

also rerorting relatively high levels

Among the service delivery models, consulting tgacKers Were found to

-

experience the highest levels of both emotional exhaustion and depersonaliza=

tion.- Cdnsulting teachers frequently do f=ind themselvesbdemandipbsi,tua-

tions. In Kansas, it is possible to serve in, this role with no mor
.trainirig

or experience than teachers in other deliVery models. Because of shortages

Of fully trained personnel, it is not uncomMoh, particularly in rural areas

where the model is most widely used, to find consulting teachers with na
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certification in a fivilecategorical area, and no training in consultation.

Witionally, they typically are responsible fir vast geographical territories,

large-nuMbers of stiidents, and must 'deal with the high expectatiOnslroM

teachers and adminiitratorS, It, is interesting to note that'teachers'in the

itinerant role fare much hetter, scoring tOwest of.all-.MOdels on emotional

exhaustion and depersonalization: Unlike Consulting teachers, they pimarily

work directly with students:without the deMands of providing services to .

ttbdenti teachers, and administrators 'alike. They also typically have breaks

in. their schecidles any time, away from students as they travel from school to

....

school:'7,

Teachers-in institutional progrimi presented an intereitingpattern.t
.

Despite i?ftenAorking longer'days*and year-round, unlike teadheri in public

theY did not report the highest levels of emotional exhaustion and

.-=ored lower'on-depersenilization than ,consulting teachers. This_may be due

to the-exiSience of "formal and

Theteitadhers usually do work

informal support systems in institutions.

with mit ieriously.handicapped students,

howeverL and.thit-174V-.Partly explain the low level of personal accomplishment

th0 exrierienct.

Age aildpext*rfenct-of 'teachers appear to be important- factors. Substan-

linear relationihips.were obtained for age and altIhreemeasures of

.Lburn-out:: The,61der theieachers, the less emotional exhaustion and "leper-

nalilation-andthepgreatersenie,of-personiraccomplishment. It is unclear
a - . .

-- if older teachers he developed Letter strategies for coping with stress

-than youngerteachersor if their exptctations have become more consistent

:.. With the realities they encounter. It may also be that teachers' who have

-1 gRrienced higher levels of emotional exhaustion, depersonalization and

.

tawer 'levels of personal accomplishment have left the field.

%
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A'similar pattern was-found f r experience- -the greater thi amount -of_

regular and special. teaching 6xpe ience, the lower the emotional exhaustion

,
and 'depersonalization score.. This pattern was not found for personal accom-

plishment, however. Teachers with more regular'experience also indicated

ioWer levels of personal accomplishment, p"iphaps due to greater awareness of

the discrepancies between what they could accomplish with their special

student's and nonexceptionalstudents.

Finally, it appears that perceptions'of support from administrators,

-fellow, .teachers, and parents are related to burn-out, particularly for the
.

_ .

measures of emotional. exhaustion and depersonalization. Teacherswho per

ceive external support for themselves and'their programs experience less of

both

This study his dealt primarily with what might.be considered the "main

effects" of certain variables. At present the data are being analyzed in

greater detail to determine more precisely how the factors of level, model.

and label may be:.interreleted. Then.questions uch as, "Do consulting

teachers of emotionally disturbed students at the junior high level experience,

greatest emotional exhaustion?" and "If so, how is this related-toage,

experience, training and perceptionS of support?" can be addressed:

Undoubtedly, individual personalityi constitutional and experiential

factors,not.directly related.to conditions-of,the job also play a rble.in the

experience of burn-out.: These, however, maybe more difficult to both

isolate or to modify. When external factors involved A identifying teachers

. of exceptional children who are a high or, low risk for experiencing burn-out

are determined, perhaps approaChes for dealing with those variables can be

_

developed. Then, the detrfmental effects of burnout can be minimized.
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Range = 0=42 yall.
Mean n '3.732 1S.D.--.A.012)

Median = 0.829
Mode = 0 (288 .= 47'.9%)

Years of Special EducatiOn Experience

Range =_040 years
Mean = 5.338 (SiO. 4:00)
Median 21 4.090

MOde 1 2.0 (94 54:9'percent 4 or fevier years)

Special Education When Began Teaching

Certification Number Percentage

Full 218- 36.3

Prpvisional 357 59.4

Not indicated 24 4.0

Other 2 0.2

Totals 601 100,0



Respondent Characteristics'.

Delivery Model Number Percentage

Itinerant 79 13.1

tonsUlting 46 7.7
11. Resource: 183 30.4

Self=Contained 282 46;9

Institutional. 45 7.5

Other 26 44
Not.indicated 14 2.4

Totals 645 112.3

Level of Students

Preschool

,Junlor High

Senior High'
Missing

Percentage

-D

Percentage

27.1
25;8
16:1
20.8
14.5
16.8
3.5
4.8 .

129.4



= Level Mean X5.0. N Rank

Preschool 2.4291 . (1g343)

klinary 2*.4170 (1.0669) 7284
. .

Intermediate , 2.3969
.

(1.0133).i 277

&thief High 2.436. . 1 (1.1064) li 248

High Schopi 2.4066 . (141542) 205,

.:,...
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Table :5

"Depersonal izat ion" by 'Level

7

Preschool . L4508

-Primary 284 , 1.5461

Intermed i ate 277- 1.4001*

Junior High 248 1.5687
...

High SChool 205 1.5310-

Total S 1.5544 .

(1.1273)

(1:2486)
.0

(1.1441 )

(1.2103)

(1.1318)

21,.2103)



Table-5
f a

"Personal AccomOlishment" by Loiol

kweltwel (S.D.) Ranks

Preschool 44 4.8970 (0.7319)

Orimary 284 4.7387j (0.7861)

. .-.-../

Inteliediate 277 - 4.1 2 (0.7151)

JOior High 248 4.7161 (0.8091)

High SChool 205 4.7395 (0.8155)

.TOtal,s 1058 .
.4.7577 (.8339)

akk



Table 6 -

Emotional Exhaustion" by Model

Model N Mean (S.D.) Rank

Itinerant 79 .. _2.3273 . (1.0386) 6

Consulting 46 ;2.6313 .(1.0872) 2

Resource 18,1 2.4838. (1.0491) 4

Self-contained 282 2.4614 (1.6130 5

Institutional , 45 2.5676:- (1.2973)

Other 26 2.6979 (1 2732)



Special Education Burnout
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Table 7

"Depersonalization" by Model

Model Mean k

-Itinerant

Consulting

ResoUrce

Self=contained

Institutional

... Other i

79

4b

.183;

282

45 .

,

1

1.0703*

1.7627

1.6224

1.5500

1 7033 '

1:3782/

,
(0.900

f1.3978)

11.1892)

(1.1909)

(1.3938):;

(1.3177)

r.

TOt-als .661. :14544 .-(1.2103)'

*F, ig 9.291; p = 0.0024.'

1

. .



Iti6erant,

Consulting

Reiource

`4 (14636)

46 4..8327 (0.7620)..

(0.7489)4.8368

7640

4.4447*

4:9384

Self-contained
.

Institutional

Other

X0.7606)

(1.0256).

"(0.52a1)

(0.8339)

4f,,,i;t4A WI!
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Special Education Burnout

.

'T4610 9,

Entotional Uhaustion" by Label

mimiummimmmowl

22

45.04: Rank

LD 163:
2.487.1 (1.0774)

EMR 155 2.4204 7 (1.0103)

Tom. 97 2.2950 (0.9541)
_. ..,_

PSA 125 2.6204 (1.1148)

Gifted. 87. 2.6017 4%0796)

. 101 '2.3096 (1:1433)

HI 21
- -,-

2.6471- (1.2609)

VI,

29
-2.3410 1.2090

Totals 71 2.4558 .0879Y

- .

,.



Label

163 1:5718 1.1241)

155 1.615fi .1009)

97 1.3253* 0. 980)

125 1.8476** (1.4 4)

87 1.4387. (1.216

101 1..310* (1:239;\

1.4976 (1.1321) \

29 1.4626 (1.2312)

,

-----fietalt-



Table 11

Speci'al Education 'Burnout

24 \>.
.-,k...

, ,..

"Person 1 ecomOishmentn by Label
,;.,. , - 3

LD 163 4.8353 (0.6536)

155 4.6917 . (0.6766)

TMR 97 4.8621 (0.6062).

PSA 125 4.8204 (0.7853)-
, :%_9.

Gifted ., ,87 . - __'4.9292* (0.6914). 1.

-,,
101 4.6551 .- (0.8726) .
y 21 4.7577 (0.,8338)

29

-..,

4.8547 (0.6187)

778 4.7577 (0.8339)



Special Education Burqout

Table 12

Emotional Exhaustion by Age

25

(N) Mean Rank

20-29 (268) 2.5408 1.0240 1

311-39 '(184) 2.4814 1.1879

40-48 ( 75) 2.3980 1.1046 '3

50-59 ( 48) 2.2379 1.0035

60-69 ( 22)
1.9890 0.9390 5

Move

Amilop
Source SiO of Squares df

.

ms F Significance

-Between Groups 9.373- -At. 2.343 1.998 0.0934

Lineir4ty 8.474 1 8.474 7.225 . 0.0074
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Table 13

Depersonalization by Age

Age N' Mean SD Rank

.

ZP=29 . 268 1.7511

.

141629

36;00i 184 1.5080 1;1632 2

4049 75 1.3247 1 2296 3

sp=5i, 48 1.2382 --1.5084 4

60-69 22 i.0644 0;9933 5

Anova

Sour"Ce ,Sum of *tires.. "9115 F Significance

Between Groups 24.806 4 6.202 4.328 0.0019

Linearity 24.039 1 24.039 16.777 0.0000
Nj

6
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Table 14

PersonallSatisfaction by Age /

Age Mean .so Rank

20-29 (268) 4.6842 0.7803 5

30=39 (180 4.7952 0.7647 . 4

4049 ( 75) 4.8279 0.9628 2

'50 -59 ( 48) 5.0314 0.8217 1

60 -69 (22) . 48183 0.8791 3

Anava

-Source Sum of Squares of MS -Significance

'Between Groups

1.inearity

5.681 1.418 2.173° 0.0706

4.226 1 4.226 6.478 0.0112



Table 15

Pearson Correlations: Burnout Factors With Other Variables

Yrs Yrs_ Teaciling Direct; Time ,A4min.', Attend. Admin, Teach, Parent .

Sp Ed Time instruct. Away time Conf. Support Sylliort Support.

Exp,

0.0847* 4.0586 . 0,1013* 9.0316

Ixpaustion (601) (601) (582) (574)

.019 .076 .007 .225

Deliersol- r * =0.1312* =0.1433* ' 0.0193

alizit-ion fl' (601) (601)

p I .001 .000

=o.bo16 mods 4.0410 0.2196* 0.1382* 0.1649*

(601) (601) (601) (t01). (501) (601)

Apo :494, .10 .000

0.0262. 4.0062 0.0368 0:0065 0155p* 0;1380* 0;2690*

-

(582) (5741 (601) (601) (601) (601)

321' .266 .440 .184 .437 .000

Personal; r = ;0.0898i :0.0355. 0:0267 =10404

Accompliihout N'i (601) (601) 1582) (570

.p .014

(601) .(601)

.atti

0.0634 4.0166 0;0040 44656 -0:0120 0;0819*

(601) . (601) (601) (601) (601) (601),

.461 .054 .3811 .016.192 .260 .167 .060 .343

p < .5

Bumper of responses to individual items ranged from 574 to 601.


